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Dear members
 
Generic KPAs
UKSU has been made aware that HR is submitting the so called generic Senate Norms for KPAs as
a requirement for contracting and advising these must be followed without flexibility. Why UKSU
refers to them as ‘so called’ is because management has never been able to provide support for
this position.
 
At a meeting between HRD and UKSU held on 30 July 2018, the minutes provided by HRD, reflect

the following as reported by the Director: HRD on the Senate Norms
Review: “.. flexibility has been introduced in application for performance contracting purposes.

Flexibility introduced in alignment with the goals of the School, and
College where KPAS and weights can be altered”.
 
What this means is that Deans may allow flexibility within the school, whilst meeting the

required outputs holistically.
 
Performance Management Dispute
The 2016 dispute, ended subsequent to many meetings between the unions (at the time) and

management, with timelines being applied to various issues.
Management failed to adhere to some of the timelines, one important one being that the

Registrar was to submit to Senate a request to review the Senate Norms and
to remove the requirement of a PhD for professional areas, i.e. performance arts, law,

accounting and engineering. If the JCF is not advised at the next sitting
(September) that this has been done, then USKU will have no choice but to declare a dispute.
 
Academic Promotions / Union Observers
The attention of academic members is drawn to Member Message: 2019.011 – below. At that
time UKSU called for academics to offer to be union “participatory observers” and a number of
academic members came forward.
 
As required by the Academic Promotions Policy and Procedures, UKSU provided its list of
nominees to the Human Resources Division as required and is keeping a record of who is
attending which school’s promotion committee, to ensure the requirement for union
representation is met.
 
If any academic members who did not come forward before or were not members at that time
and wish to participate, they may still submit their names. The Academic Procedures state “A
Union representative, to act as a participatory observer to ensure that there is procedural
fairness (adherence to policy and procedure, best practice, and fairness in decision-making). The
Union representative will bring to the attention of the chair any concerns at any point in the
proceedings, but preferably at that point in the process”.
 
Important to note it continues “The Union representative will represent all unions”, i.e. the role
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is not just to represent UKSU members.
 
Regards
UKSU Executive
 
 


